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Abstract: In order to gain competing capability in conditions of quickly scientific changes, it is 
crucial to track the evolution of existing technologies and to explore promising and emerging 
technologies. Moreover, numerous previous studies showed that sudden changes in R&D and 
patents are actually correlated with great variations in the market profit of firms. For this reason, 
if stock prices of an enterprise keep uptrend, then the technologies developed by considered one 
will be likely to become promising innovations in future. In this paper, we proposed a method to 
predict technology trends based on processing multiple data sources by mining Web news, 
forecasting stock price trends of high-tech companies, and patent clustering analysis. Different 
from other studies, our proposed method promotes an idea of predicting technology trends by 
forecasting stock price trend using univariate and multivariate data preparation approaches, with 
the utilization of Bayesian optimization for exploring best hyperparameters of machine/deep 
learning models, also a new method for patent analysis. Besides, a program system was created 
for analyzing word burst detection, predicting trend of stock prices, and analyzing patent 
applications. After collecting patents of Samsung Electronics Co Ltd, as a case study, clustering 
analysis is implemented on extracted noun phrases to explore technology trends developed by the 
company. These technology trends have recently been confirmed by domain experts in their 
corresponding published articles. The obtained forecast precision is about 93.8%, which proves 
that the proposed method gains positive reliability. 

Keywords: technology forecast, Web news, stock price, Samsung, Bayesian optimization, 
machine learning, deep learning, patent analysis, keyword extraction, clustering analysis. 

1. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN INNOVATION AND STOCK PRICES 

The development of emerging technologies not only has affected current industrial 
production but also has generated promising manufacturing opportunities that impact 
significantly on social and economic factors. Exploring upcoming renovation tendencies of 
emerging technologies prematurely is essential for governments, research and development 
institutes, and industrial companies in managing strategies to achieve dominant advantages 
in business competitiveness. Moreover, numerous policy makers and organization managers 
are always conscious of the importance of forecasting the upcoming innovation tendencies of 
emerging technologies for their stable developments [18], [48]. 

On the other hand, over the industrial revolutions with speedy transformations in 
societies, capital assets are invested in positions as long as there are promising economic 
benefits. Technologies are forming various domains of the modern life. They enhance 
manufacture speed, and facilitate numerous aspects of life more effective. A domain that is 
being revolutionized by the progresses of technologies is the stock and financial market. 
There are different ways of how technologies have affected and making the present shape of 
the financial markets, and the future state as well. 
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More specifically, in paper [54] 73 considered companies published declarations of 
blockchain application in period 2016-2019 were chosen as research objects, while the short-
term event analysis method was adopted to examine quantitatively the influence of 
blockchain technology applications on market achievement of these companies. The results 
revealed that after their declarations of blockchain implementation in business, considered 
companies attained more obvious unusual profits, which showed that the financial market 
responded positively to the blockchain application. Concurrently, the event analysis method 
helped identify the effect of emerging technologies application on the company's stock 
values. For instance, a few authors examined empirically the effect of 3D printing 
application and cloud computing implementation on the stock revenue amount [19]. 

If stock prices indicate belief about future profits, then we can specify a correlation 
between innovation, which in case of successful implementation may impact positively on 
growth and profit of firms, and stock prices. In fact, there is a close relation between the 
volatility of stock prices and market shares when technology is still unpredictable through 
premature industrial evolution. In other words, the volatility of stock prices that reflects the 
uncertainty and risk attaches to technological innovation [25]. 

Furthermore, another group of studies that combines innovation to stock price refers to 
the relationship between patents and market values. The argument is that if patent analysis 
statistics hold facts about perspectives of technology opportunities, then they will be related 
to present shifts in market values, which are affected by the beliefs about future growing. 
Some authors investigate the correlation between the amount of granted patent applications 
of a firm, an estimation of the firm’s expenditure in invented activities (R&D), and a 
measure of its inventive returns, i.e., stock market price. Their results showed that sudden 
shifts in R&D and patents are really correlated with substantial shifts in the firm market 
value. 

For instance, Vitt et al. [49] investigated the relation between the patenting efforts of 
high-technology companies and the movement of their stock price. Also, the authors 
demonstrated correlation between the amount of patent applications along with the variety of 
their respective patent categories, and the market-adjusted stock revenues. Besides, the 
relation between those patent activity measures and volatility of the market-adjusted stock 
revenues, were confirmed completely. Herein, utilizing the moving window method, the 
scholars presented numerous lagged terms of patenting activity features in order to generate 
fitted models. The final results confirmed the essential effect of patenting efforts on stock 
price change direction and its significant volatility and drift statistics. 

Moreover, Senarathne and Wei [35] stated that patent applications, backward patent 
citations, and issued patents affect trading volume to some extent, proposing that each of 
these parameters could be considered as absorptive capacity parameter when new 
information flow is correlated with economic innovation. 

Likewise, experimental confirmation with stock price revealed that firms succeeded in 
investing in comprehensive innovation attained higher stock incomes. The paper [12] 
proposed a model that made clear the correlation between extent of firm innovation (or 
absorptive capacity) and stock incomes, the change direction of which presents prospect of 
firm’s growth and profitability. The final results showed that the premise of ambiguity-
aversion is absolutely significant in specifying higher incomes with comprehensive 
innovation presence, and the particular specification of desirable benefit formed the 
magnitude of the returns. 

Lee [20] proved that the stock price of a company utilizing a certain technology would 
fluctuate along with the life cycle of the considered technology. Concretely, the author 
selected companies that typically supply augmented reality and were registered in Korea 
KOSDAQ market. Then these companies were grouped depending on the detailed 
technologies that make augmented reality. The author adopted the event study method to 
estimate the stock incomes in comparison with a predefined benchmark. The result stated 
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that in the “Peak of Inflated Expectations” phase, the portfolios of all listed company 
utilizing augmented reality mostly presented greater incomes than the benchmark. 

Additionally, the paper [11] investigated the correlation between patent activity of the top 
corporate international R&D investors and their market values. The research exploited a 
collection of over 1,250 public multinational corporations and their intellectual property 
rights – trademarks and patents – registered between 2005 and 2012. Finally, the study 
allows us to differentiate the effects of increasing market value from additional intellectual 
property rights. 

In [5] the experimental evidence recommended that stock incomes in the emerging 
technology conditions showed high return volatility. The article analyzed the movement, 
time series attributes of the relationship between daily log returns and the extent of volatility 
disseminations from the emergent technologies conditions to the Spanish market portfolio, 
the Spanish banking sector, and the financial market of the EU countries. 

On the other hand, recent studies [46], [47] present the current progress and existing 
problems of analyzing, forecasting technological trends and state that Web news is an 
essential data source for investigating overall public recognition of emergent technologies. 
Web news, which points out the latest changes of everyday life and publishes analyses 
throughout the world, has the attribute of real time update and becomes significant for 
exploring the upcoming technological development tendencies. After utilizing burst 
detection algorithm and clustering of burst terms, we obtained some prominent enterprises 
and main technology trends that occurred from January 2016 to January 2020 [46]. 

Subsequently, based on the above discussions, the authors putted forward a hypothesis: if 
we are able to predict the uptrend stock price of some high-tech enterprises, then the 
technologies developed by the enterprise will be most likely to become promising innovations 
in the future. Hence, we propose a method to predict technology trends by aggregating 
following steps: mining Web news to extract significant high-technology enterprises, 
forecasting stock price trends of selected ones, and patent analysis of considered enterprises 
with uptrend stock price. The general process of the method is depicted in figure 1. 
 

 
    Figure 1. Overall workflow of proposed method for technology prediction 
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2. REVIEWING STUDIES ON STOCK PRICE PREDICTION 

Stocks (shares) are financial product distinguished by flexible trading, great income and 
much uncertainty, which are preferred by a lot of investors. They can gain large revenues by 
correctly forecasting stock price movements. Stock price forecast is not new but a 
challenging and complicated problem, which is paid much attention from both data scientists 
and economists. In particular, if the goal is predicting the exact price values, then we 
consider it as regression problem, while if the goal is predicting the price direction, i.e., 
moving down or up, then we consider it as classification problem. Most of existing studies 
are investigating the daily forecast (5 or 10 days ahead) and only a few of them are 
investigating the forecast during one day, e.g., 15-min or hourly forecast. With the aim of 
creating powerful forecast model, both linear and machine learning methods have been 
adopted since the past few decades. 

The primary attempts included fundamental analysis and technical analysis. The 
fundamental analysis estimates stock price depending on its native financial value, while the 
technical analysis considers mainly trends and charts. Besides, some works utilized technical 
indicators as additional input features for machine and deep learning models. Thereafter 
linear models were presented for solving stock price forecast, which mainly comprise 
ARIMA (autoregressive integrated moving average) [13] and GARCH (generalized 
autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity) [6]. Nowadays, machine learning models are 
also utilized for predicting stock price with the success, e.g., Linear regression, Gradient 
boosting, Support vector machine, etc. [53], [31]. 

Recently various deep learning models have been recommended for solving this problem 
with great achievements [56], [10]. In terms of powerful capability processing big data and 
recognizing nonlinear correlations between input features and prediction output, for many 
years deep learning models have been providing better results than both linear and machine 
learning models on the problem of stock price forecast [15]. Some recent results suggest that 
the effectiveness of LSTM (long short-term memory) is better than non-time series and 
traditional machine learning models. 

For instance, in [29] Nguyen and Yoon proposed a new effective framework, called deep 
transfer with related stock information, which made use of transfer learning and deep neural 
network. To do so, a base model adopting LSTM was trained with large dataset obtained 
from numerous stocks to initialize optimal training parameters. Then, this base model is fine-
tuned by utilizing a small dataset from target stock along with numerous input features 
(derived from the correlation between stocks) to increase accuracy. 

Moreover, Vo et al. [50] presented a Deep responsible investment portfolio model and 
compared the accuracy of LSTM, Bidirectional LSTM (BiLSTM) and gated recurrent unit 
(GRU) on the stock price forecast problem. Authors stated that the BiLSTM model reading 
the data backward once more would help enhance forecast performance, especially in 
predicting sequential data like financial time series. 

Besides, Giang et al. [41] putted forward a method adopting LSTM along with deep 
concern in historical data of stocks and their nearest neighbors by similarity. Empirical 
results on 4 active stocks in the United State and 3 stocks in the Vietnamese stock market 
confirmed that the proposed model outperformed other methods in comparison (linear 
regression, random forest, Convolutional neural network – CNN, and vanilla LSTM). 

Chen et al. [8] proposed a trend predictive model (TPM) relying on an encoder-decoder 
framework that forecasts the stock price movement tendency correctly. This model included 
two stages: in the first stage, a dual feature extraction method basing on numerous time 
periods was adopted to attain important information from the stock market. Differing from 
existing methods which extract significant features only at certain time points, the authors 
applied the CNN and PLR method to obtain both spatial short-term and temporal long-term 
features. Then, in the second stage of the TPM, an encoder-decoder framework basing on 
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dual attention mechanism was utilized to pick out appropriate dual features and forecast the 
stock price movement tendency. 

In study [22], by employing an eight-trigram feature engineering scheme of the 
candlestick samples between days, Lin et al. constructed a new ensemble machine learning 
framework for daily stock movement forecast, integrating normal candlestick charting with 
the most recent artificial intelligence (AI) methods. More specifically, various machine/deep 
learning methods were also adopted to forecast the closing stock price movement. 
Accordingly, this proposed framework helps select proper machine learning forecast method 
for all patterns basing on the trained outputs. 

Additionally, the extensive surveys of Jiang [16] and Li [21] give latest reviews of recent 
works on deep learning models for stock price prediction. Authors not only categorize and 
introduce numerous data sources, many neural network models, and frequent used metrics 
for evaluation, but also the reproducibility and implementation. 

In summary, econometric and machine learning models were the most frequently adopted 
methods in stock price forecast problem. Nevertheless, econometric models do not provide 
effective accuracy for nonlinear time series problems, while common machine learning 
models disregard much hidden knowledge evolving through times. Deep learning models can 
process effectively multi-period and time series data [41]. Concurrently, combining various 
deep learning models together has recently provided better performance than single model 
and is becoming the dominant approach for solving stock price forecast problems [16], [55]. 

3. PROPOSED METHOD AND EMPIRICAL RESULTS 
OF STOCK PRICE PREDICTION 

In the course of the study, a program system was developed for analyzing the word burst 
detection in Web news, predicting the trend of stock prices, and patent analysis. The 
information-functional diagram of the system is shown in figure 2. This program system 
consists of 3 modules: 

– word frequency analysis module; 
– stock price forecast module; 
– patent analysis module. 
The program code is written in Python, with support of popular machine/deep learning 

libraries such as Scikit-learn, Keras, Pandas, Matplotlib, Seaborn, Numpy, spaCy, NLTK, 
Sentence Transformer, etc. All empirical runs were carried out in the interactive Google 
Colab environment. 
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Figure 2. Information-functional diagram of the program system 

Wherein the module for analyzing the words frequency in Web news were described 
specifically in our previous article [46]. This paper describes the functions of the stock price 
forecast module and patent analysis module. In this manner, our recent studies [46], [47] 
state that Web news is a crucial data source for investigating social recognition of emergent 
technologies. Also, after utilizing burst detection algorithm on Web news data and clustering 
of burst terms, we obtained some main technology trends that occurred from January 2016 to 
January 2020. Moreover, some of high-technology enterprises appeared among the explored 
burst terms is: Samsung, Huawei, Intel, Uber, Tesla, Apple, and Facebook. As a case study, 
the proposed method is applied to predict the stock price trend of Samsung Electronics Co 
Ltd. 

3.1. Raw data 

Available stock price data of Samsung (stock code 005930.KS) is downloaded from Yahoo 
Finance [33] in the period from January, 2000 to December, 2021 for further prediction 
model. The objective of this section is predicting the stock price overall trend (upward or 
downward) of Samsung in the year 2022 by adopting numerous machine learning and deep 
learning models. The raw data consists of all financial attributes that exist in a stock market, 
e.g., open/ close/ adjusted close/ high/ low prices, and trading volume. The downloaded 
dataset of Samsung stock price is demonstrated in figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Samsung stock price (currency in Korean Won) dataset from 2000 to 2021 

3.2. Data preprocessing and preparation 

There are 2 common approaches to prepare data for predicting stock price: univariate and 
multivariate data. For univariate input data we utilize autocorrelation to calculate how past 
stock prices affect their upcoming prices. Correlogram (ACF plot) is used to help determine 
whether our stock price series is presenting autocorrelation in overall, also at which point we 
can capture the pattern of values in the series for better future prediction. By observing ACF 
plot (figure 4) derived from Statsmodels Python paсkage, we set lag window as 50, which 
means basing on Adjusted close price data of previous 50 days, the model needs to predict 
the adjusted close price in the 51th day (the next day). In univariate data preparation approach 
only the Adjusted close price column is used, while all remaining columns (open/ close/ 
high/ low prices, trading volume) are eliminated. This feature column is utilized as both 
input features (e.g., the historical prices in a look-back window) and prediction target (e.g., 
the adjusted close price of the next day). 

 
Figure 4. Correlogram (max 60 lags) of Samsung stock price 

With respect to multivariate data approach, horizon time window is defined as the future 
time length needed for prediction by the model. Most of previous works consider long-term 
forecast horizon time windows, e.g., 7 days or 10 days [16], while fewer studies examine 
shorter horizon time windows such as 15 minutes or 1 day. However in this study, for 
multivariate data approach, we consider the horizon time window as 250, because it is the 
average number of working days within a year (the stock market is closed at weekends and 
on holidays). To do so, input data is financial data within a day (open/ adjusted close/ high/ 
low prices, trading volume), the developed model needs to predict the Adjusted close price in 
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the next 250th day. The difference between 2 data preparation approaches is illustrated in 
figure 5 below. 

 
Figure 5. Univariate and multivariate data preparation methods 

Additionally the resulting dataset is divided into a training set with 90% of the 
observations that are used to train the model (herein, the training set also contains 10% of the 
data for validation), and the remaining 10% for testing the model. 

On the other hand, relating to input features of various scale values, feature normalization 
preprocess is utilized to assure that many machine/deep learning models can be trained 
effectively with performance and speed improvement. Hereby feature normalization is 
namely the process of rescaling the input feature values between 0 and 1. 

3.3. Adopted machine/deep learning models for prediction 

Furthermore, generally machine/deep learning models include two types of parameters 
(not for learning in training process): model design variables and hyperparameters. The 
model design variables consist of type of optimizer, loss function, and activation function, 
while hyperparameters are used to control the learning process. They may include number of 
layers, number of neurons, kernel size, dropout rate, and learning rate, etc. Thus, in order to 
select effective hyperparameters of the models, the Bayesian optimization (BO) is adopted 
with the utilization of Scikit-optimize [34] and Keras-tuner [30] libraries. The purpose of 
Bayesian optimization [52] is to find and adjust the hyperparameters of a given model for 
effective performance on the validation dataset. This optimization method is popularly 
considered to be superior to grid or random searches, because BO utilizes Gaussian 
processes to estimate an efficient probability distribution model of objective function. Hence, 
BO method can help identify better hyperparameter settings than a grid or random search 
within larger variable search space and fewer iteration cycles. 

 Besides, in this paper the authors employ popular machine learning models for 
regression, e.g., Extreme gradient boosting (XGB), Gradient boosting regression (GBR), 
Support vector regression (SVR), and k-nearest neighbor (KNN). On the other hand, these 
following models also provide high evaluation accuracy. 
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1. Linear regression (with Elastic Net regularization [37]). Linear regression is a 
classical linear model that fit the relation between the forecast target and the input variables, 
in which model parameters can be identified by the constrained least squares. While fitting 
linear regression model, the Elastic Net is a regularized regression method that combines 
linearly the L1 and L2 penalties of the Lasso and Ridge methods. In this study the search 
space of model hyperparameters is following: alpha  {0.01, 0.02, …, 0.99, 1}, l1_ratio is a 
random real number in range [0, 1]. 

2. Feedforward neural network (FFNN). It is the most basic kind of ANN (artificial 
neural network) where connections between the neuron nodes do not create cycle. In this 
network, the information flow passes only in one forward direction from the input nodes, 
through the hidden nodes and to the output nodes [40]. We define the search space of 
hyperparameters as following: number of layers  {1, 2, 3}, number of neurons  {100, 150, 

200, 250, 300} for univariate data approach and  {200, 250, 300, 350, 400} for multivariate 

data, dropout rate  {0.01, 0.1}. 
3. Convolutional neural network (CNN). The model is mainly regarded for processing 

2D pictures, where each group of neurons named filter executes convolution operations to 
various subsequent regions of the input picture. Because the neurons share the same weight 
values, the amount of trained parameters is reduced compared to the densely connected 
FFNN. Afterwards max or average pooling operations can be employed for multiple times to 
reduce the original dimensions, until the final output is concatenated to a dense layer. By 
applying the convolutional and pooling operations to a single dimension, the model 1D CNN 
[9] is often used for time series prediction and classification. The search space of 1D CNN 
hyperparameters is following: number of filters  {150, 200, 250, 300, 350, 400} (univariate 

data) and  {300, 350, …, 750, 800} (multivariate data); kernel size  {2, 3, 4, 5} 

(univariate data) and  {2, 3, 4} (multivariate data); dropout rate  {0.01, 0.1}. 
4. Recurrent neural network (RNN). Differing from FFNN, RNN is an ANN wherein 

links between the nodes generate cycles along a time sequence, which helps express time 
changing attributes. Nevertheless, standard RNN is affected by the vanishing and exploding 
gradient issue in training, namely, the gradients of node weights become diminishing or 
extending when the back propagation calculation is executed through multiple times. LSTM 
network [24] is RNN that resolved the vanishing/exploding gradient problems, where the 
hidden layers are replaced by recurrent gates. LSTM model has been utilized widely for 
many recent years in text analysis, emotion analysis, and speech recognition tasks, since the 
network restores its own memory of time sequences and can improve forecast accuracy. 
Thus in this paper we apply the search space of LSTM hyperparameters as following: for 
univariate data: number of units in the first layer  {50, 100, 150, 200}, number of units in 

the second layer  {50, 100, 150, 200}, for multivariate data: number of units  {200, 250, 

…, 500}; dropout rate  {0.01, 0.1}. 
5. CNN~LSTM hybrid model. In feature engineering stage CNN network is often 

utilized to extract the most significant features, while LSTM has ability to memorize the time 
sequences with popular usage in time series analysis. According to these special 
characteristics of CNN and LSTM, a hybrid model based on CNN~LSTM is also constructed 
for solving stock price forecast. Moreover, the search space of hyperparameters in this hybrid 
model is a combination of search spaces in the abovementioned CNN and LSTM models. 

3.4 Evaluation metrics 

In this study MAE, RMSE, and R2 are used as metrics to evaluate and compare the 
performance of the abovementioned forecast models. MAE (mean absolute error) computes 
the sum of absolute differences between true and predicted values, as shown in formula (3.1). 
RMSE (root mean square error) firstly calculates the average of sum of square magnitude of 
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residuals caused by estimating predicted values, and then it gets the root value, as shown in 
formula (3.2). MAE and RMSE are measurements of closeness between the predicted and the 
actual values, which show the reliability of forecast model. Additionally, R2 metric computes 
the linear correlation between 2 variables in comparison and helps eliminate the impact of 
dimensions on regression tasks, as shown in formula (3.3). We need to explore the best 
model that provides small MAE, RMSE, and high R2. These 3 metrics are defined as follows: 

 
(3.1) 

 

(3.2) 

 
(3.3) 

where regarding target variable of sample i, is the true value, is the 

predicted value; is the mean of true value of all samples; and m is the amount of samples in 
the dataset. 

The following subsection presents results derived from different data preparation 
approaches and machine/deep learning models. 

3.5. Empirical testing results 

3.5.1. Univariate data approach 

In this univariate data approach, basing on Adjusted close price data of previous 50 days, 
we have to explore the model that best predicts the Adjusted close price in the 51th day. 
Figure 6 demonstrates evaluation metrics of various adopted models. All positive R2 values 
are also multiplied by 1000 for better visualization. 

 
Figure 6. Evaluation metrics of various adopted models (univariate data) 

From the figure 6 we can define that deep learning models, i.e., FFNN, CNN, LSTM, and 
CNN~LSTM, provide quite good forecast quality (low MAE, RMSE, and high R2), as 
demonstrated by scatter plot in figure 7a. Basic purpose of scatter plot is displaying and 
observing relation between two numerical variables (true and predicted adjusted close price). 
The closer the points are to a diagonal (red dashed) line, the more precise forecast stock 
prices are. 
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(a) (b) 

 
Figure 7. Evaluation of prediction quality: a) Scatter plot between truth values and predictions of the 4 best 

models; b) Structure of the best adopted model CNN~LSTM 

Among them, CNN~LSTM model attains the best evaluation measures, i.e., RMSE = 
1,283.49; MAE = 969.05; R2 = 0.991. The final tuned hyperparameters are: filters = 350, 
kernels = 4, number of units = 200, dropout rate = 0.01. Also, the structure of the best model 
CNN~LSTM is presented in figure 7b. 
3.5.2. Multivariate data approach 

In multivariate data approach, we set horizon time window as 250 (the average number of 
working days within a year), as input data is financial data within a day (open/ adjusted 
close/ high/ low prices, trading volume), we need to select the model that best predicts 
Adjusted close price in the next 250th day. Figure 8 shows evaluation scores of various 
adopted models. 

 
Figure 8. Evaluation scores of various adopted models (multivariate data) 

From the above figure, we can identify the best model as Elastic Net, which provides the 
most optimal forecast testing metrics with respect to other models, i.e., RMSE = 14,622.6; 
MAE = 11,393; R2 = –1.546. In this case, the test score is not as good as in univariate data 
approach, because the model needs to predict 250 days ahead with the financial input of one 
day; while in univariate data approach the model only has to forecast the stock price in the 
next day, basing on values of 50 previous days. Additionally, if we decrease the horizon time 
window, we can obtain better evaluation scores, for instance in case of time window as 50, 
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then R2 increases to 0.679, while RMSE = 8,613.5; MAE = 6,761. However, as mentioned 
above, the goal of current research is to forecast the general upward/downward trend of stock 
prices, not the exact values. Thus, with utilization of the selected Elastic Net model, the 
upward trend is predicted quite precisely with test data, as shown in figure 9 below. 

 
Figure 9. Comparison between true and predicted values by the best model Elastic Net 

3.6. Samsung stock price prediction for 2022 

From previous subsections, the best models for univariate and multivariate data have 
been chosen. Accordingly, for univariate data approach, the hybrid model CNN~LSTM gets 
the last 50 Adjusted close prices in 2021, and predicts the price in the next day. This derived 
value is appended to the end of input vector, which forms the input data for the next 
prediction phase. This forecast iteration is repeated 250 times. For the sake of clarity, the 
forecast algorithm from univariate data is illustrated in figure 10. 

 
Figure 10.  Sequential forecast algorithm from univariate data 

In case of multivariate data, the best model Elastic Net gets the last 250 stock prices data 
in the dataset, each sample in this set provides predicted value in the next 250th day. Thus, 
with the input stock price data of 250 days from 29/12/2020 to 30/12/2021, the output 
predicted values will be approximately in date range of 2022. The predicted values of year 
2022, derived from the 2 best models are demonstrated in figure 11.  

Moreover, in order to check the trend created by the two models, authors also try to 
calculate another forecast values: it is the combination of these 2 lines, which means every 
new forecast value equals linear combination of univariate and multivariate forecast values 
with the coefficients 0.718 and 0.068, as shown in formula (3.4). These numbers are 
extracted after fitting linear regression model with true Samsung stock prices of the first 35 
days in 2022. The new forecast values are also shown in the figure 11. Herein, the formula of 
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new forecast future values (yfut) basing on predicted values by multivariate (ymult) and 
univariate data (yuni) approaches is following: 

yfut = 0.718ymult + 0.068yuni (3.4) 

 
Figure 11. Samsung stock price prediction for 2022 

Additionally, in order to check the general trend of Samsung stock prices in 2022 in 
comparison with the last 2 years, the authors depict all the last true and predicted values 
together in one figure 12. By observing this figure, we can conclude that generally stock 
prices of Samsung will keep the upward trend in some time periods of 2022. 

 
Figure 12. The general trend of Samsung stock price 

4. SAMSUNG PATENT ANALYSIS FOR INFERRING TECHNOLOGY TRENDS IN 
2022 

Arguments in section 1 have already stated that: if stock prices of an enterprise stay 
uptrend, then the technologies developed by the considered one will be likely to become 
promising innovations in future. After observing the predicted values, derived from proposed 
models, with high confidence we suppose that generally stock price of Samsung will keep 
the upward trend in some time periods of 2022, especially in comparison with 2020. For this 
reason, in this section we collect patent applications of Samsung, which were filed from 
2020 to 2021, in order to predict technology trends in 2022. The metadata of Samsung patent 
applications was downloaded from the famous platform The Lens [3]. 

The filter query for obtaining Samsung patents is: earliestPriorityDate = (2020-01-01 - 
2021-12-31), Grouped by Simple Families, Document Type = (excl Design_right), Owner 
Name Exact = (Samsung Electronics Co Ltd). That means the earliest priority date (the 
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earliest filing date in a family of patent applications) is from 01/01/2020 to 31/12/2021; and 
design right patents were also excluded. At the time of writing this paper (March, 2022), the 
query returns 1678 patent applications; accordingly, we can synthesize the most frequent 
CPC classification codes of Samsung patents, which are presented in figure 13. 

 
Figure 13. Top CPC classification codes of developing technologies by Samsung 

Among them, the top 5 CPC classification codes are:  
1. G06N3/08: Computing settings based on biological models, which rely on physical 

entities operated by simulated intelligence to reproduce smart life arrangements; 
2. H01L27: Devices made up of a majority of semiconductor or solid-state components 

formed in common substrate; 
3. H01L25: Assemblies made up of a majority of individual semiconductor or solid state 

devices; 
4. G06N3/0454: Computing settings established from biological models adopting 

integration of many neural networks; 
5. G06F3: Input settings for transferring data to be processed by the computer; Output 

settings for transferring data from processing unit to output unit.  
On the other hand, in order to understand technologies developed by Samsung, we devise 

a new method for analyzing patents with words clustering (figure 14). 

 
Figure 14. Method for analyzing patents with words clustering 

Herein the stage “Extracting all possible noun phrases” consists of 3 steps:  
 Part-of-speech tagging by utilizing spaCy library [14];  
 Noun phrase identification: the longest possible noun phrases sequence of many 

consecutive words within a sentence such that the last word in the sequence is a noun and 
each of the other words is either a noun or an adjective;  
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 Eliminating plural forms by utilizing Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) platform 
[28]. 

The pseudo-code of noun phrase extraction algorithm is presented in figure 15. 

 
Figure 15. Pseudo-code of noun phrases extraction algorithm 

Then the authors adopt SentenceTransformers Python framework [36] in the stage 
“Converting extracted phrases to Embedding vectors” to convert extracted phrases into 
embedding vectors of 768 dimensions. 

In the stage “Ranking extracted phrases by relevance and diversity” we follow the 
method Maximal marginal relevance, proposed by Maarten Grootendorst [17]. The idea of 
this method is minimizing redundancy (appearance of similar phrases) and maximizing the 
diversity of results in text summarization tasks (reducing data while increasing knowledge). 
Concretely, the method starts by selecting the phrase that is the most similar to the document. 
Then, it iteratively selects new promising phrases that are both similar to the document and 
different from the previously selected phrases by the diversity parameter, which is set to 0.3. 

Herein authors select the most 3 meaningful phrases from each patent application, which 
consists of Title and Abstract, in the output of the stage “Extracting top meaningful phrases 
from patent documents”. At the final result set, after eliminating duplicates we get 3496 
unique noun phrases from 1678 patent applications of Samsung in 2020-2021.  

Then the Silhouette score [38] is used to identify the optimal number of clusters, which is 
ranged from 80 to 120 (as a case study). Figure 16 shows that 112 clusters give the best 
Silhouette score.   
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Figure 16. Silhouette analysis for optimal cluster number 

For this reason, by using the K-means algorithm we divide 3496 extracted phrases into 
112 clusters, herein 15 out of these 112 clusters are demonstrated in figure 17 (only some 
prominent phrases of each cluster are shown). Additionally, the Principle component analysis 
(PCA) method is adopted to convert these phrase vectors (768 dimensions) into 2D vectors 
for visualization. 

 
Figure 17. Visualization of 15 phrase clusters extracted from Samsung patent applications 

Subsequently, from the obtained clusters we have inferred 16 technological sectors, 
which are considered as technology trends in 2022. Also, domain experts have recently 
proved these trends by their published articles, which are placed in corresponding following 
phrase clusters: 

1) Semiconductor industry, Storage and computing integration, IC packaging (phrases: 
3d semiconductor memory device, semiconductor package device, memory storage device, 
on-chip storage, semiconductor chip, semiconductor memory device, oxide semiconductor 
material, integrated circuit semiconductor device, in-memory operation unit, in-memory 
processing, processor-in-memory, in-memory computation, chip-stacked semiconductor 
package, package-on-package device, etc.): This can remove the delay and power 
consumption of data transfer, hundreds of times more efficient AI computing, hence it is 
especially appropriate for neural networks [4], [43]. 
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2) Wireless technology, 5G network (phrases: cellular wireless communication system, 
wireless communication apparatus, wireless power transmitter, wireless charging method, 
mmwave antenna module, pre-5th-generation, 5th generation, etc.): 5G construction focuses 
on independent networking and millimeter-wave [4]. 

3) Electronic design automation – EDA (phrases: semiconductor chip design, first chip 
structure, first eda tools, first electronic device, etc.): AI will not only be the final formation 
of EDA development in future, but also the central solution to enhance the performance of 
the chip design in the upcoming years [4]. 

4) Autonomous driving technology (phrases: autonomous driving vehicle, automatic 
driving device, driving method, smart car, lidar sensor, etc.): In the future the car will 
certainly be an electromechanical intelligence. The current subsystems are integrated as 
much as possible will be a trend  [4], [1], [45]. 

5) Bio-Sensing-PPG (photoplethysmography) technology (phrases: 
photoplethysmography sensor, wearable device, ear wearable device, blood pressure, systolic 
blood pressure, mean arterial pressure, hemoglobin index, cardiac output, blood vessel, 
pulmonary health parameter, blood compound concentration value, etc.): With upgrading 
algorithm, wearable devices are more and more likely to represent PPG-based bio-sensing 
functioning, which can determine not only heart rate, but also other parameters like body 
hydration, blood lipid, blood glucose, and blood oxygen levels in the future [45]. 

6) Metaverse – Eye Tracking and 3D Sensing (phrases: vr image, screen mirroring, 
virtual 3d graphic information, 3d navigation information, reconstructed 3d point cloud, eye 
tracking sensor, object recognition method, sensor-detected movement, trigger recognition, 
target tracking method, near-eye display apparatus, position sensor, etc.) [45].  

7) Proximity sensor (phrases: first proximity sensor, second proximity sensor, 
photoelectric device, photoelectric conversion, etc.): The Proximity sensor market was 
evaluated at 3790.5 million USD in 2020 and is predicted to achieve 5761.12 million USD 
by 2026 and expand at 7.3% CAGR over the period 2021-2026 [45], [32]. 

8) Neuromorphic computing technology (phrases: neural network-implementing 
neuromorphic device, neuromorphic method, processor-implemented neural network, neural 
network accelerator, deep convolutional neural network, etc.): The prominent advantages of 
neuromorphic computing in comparison with usual procedures are fast executive speed, 
energy efficient, minimizing local failures, and the capacity to process and learn simply. The 
obvious potentials for AI is the greatest driving force for investing in neuromorphic 
computing [39]. 

9) Lithium-ion batteries – LIBs (phrases: lithium battery, inorganic lithium-ion 
conductor, lithium-air battery, lithium garnet, battery pack uptime, rechargeable battery, 
etc.). LIBs have been one of the leading energy storage solutions recently. The market share 
and application fields of LIBs have been increasing swiftly and continuously exhibiting a 
stable rising trend [23], [44]. 

10) Biometric industry (phrases: biometric authentication smart card, biometric 
authentication sensor, biometric authentication data, virtual enrollment fingerprint, fake 
fingerprint detection, fingerprint sensor, fingerprint verification, blended fingerprint image, 
etc.) [7]. 

11) Metal-air battery (phrases: metal reflective layer, metal air battery, conductive metal 
oxide, lithium-containing metal oxide, metal-semiconductor oxide, bump metal layer, pad 
metal pattern, metal interconnect pattern, etc.): The worldwide Metal-air battery market size 
was evaluated at 540.6 million USD in 2021 and is forecasted to reach 1303.5 million USD 
with a 13.4% CAGR by 2028 [26]. 

12) Natural language processing (phrases: speech signal processing method, natural 
language understanding, automatic speech recognition, audio processing block, voice 
assistant service, expressive text-to-speech system, voice recognition system): The 
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worldwide Natural language processing market is forecasted to reach at 18.78% CAGR 
during period 2017-2023 [27]. 

13) Time series intelligence software (phrases: forecasting model, threshold time range, 
retrosynthesis prediction model, attention-based sequence-to-sequence model, timing 
relationship indication, input prediction time, time-series data prediction method): [42]. 

14) Video streaming (phrases: video quality assessment method, hdr video, streaming 
server, interactive streaming service, video-based point cloud compression data, video 
bitstream, video stream, etc.) [2]. 

15) Water purifier and wastewater treatment technology (phrases: purifying filter, 
automatic water supply device, water level sensor, wet cleaning process, chemical 
mechanical polishing, air purification device, water purifier body, water purifying filter, 
clean water flow path, fluorine-containing wastewater, etc.) [51]. 

16) Plasma technology (phrases: plasma electrode, plasma processing system, local 
plasma cleaning process, plasma treatment apparatus, plasma generator, microwave plasma 
source, etc.). 

Accordingly, 15 out of these 16 technology clusters have been approved and predicted to 
be quite significant in the near future, hence the evaluation for prediction accuracy 
(precision) can be estimated as 15/16 (~93.8%). 

5. CONCLUSION 

Prediction of technological development trends impact essentially on making strategic 
decisions. The early realization of potential emerging and promising technological trends 
helps enhance the market position and competitiveness of companies. For this reason, if 
innovation-oriented companies disregard emerging and promising technologies, they will not 
exploit the entire potentials and advantages of their own technologies or products. 

A domain that is being revolutionized by the progresses of technologies is the stock and 
financial market. There are different ways of how technologies have affected and made the 
present shape of the financial markets, and the future state as well. Concretely, there is a 
strong relation between the volatility of stock prices and market shares when technology is 
still unpredictable through premature industrial evolution, while numerous previous studies 
showed that sudden shifts in R&D and patents are really correlated with substantial shifts in 
the firm market value. Likewise, experimental confirmation with stock prices revealed that 
firms succeeded in investing in comprehensive innovation attained higher stock incomes. 

For this reason, if stock prices of an enterprise keep uptrend in some time periods in 
comparison with the last few years, then the technologies developed by considered one will 
be likely to become promising innovations in the future. Relying on this assumption, also 
existing progress and problems stated in the previous studies [46], [47], in this paper we 
proposed a novel method to predict promising technology trends based on processing 
multiple data sources by aggregating following steps: mining Web news to extract significant 
high-technology enterprises, forecast stock price trends of selected ones, and patent 
clustering analysis. Different from other studies, our proposed method promotes an idea of 
predicting technology trends by forecasting stock price trend, with the utilization of Bayesian 
optimization for exploring best hyperparameters of machine/deep learning models, also a 
new method of patent analysis. Moreover, authors combined using univariate and 
multivariate data preparation approaches for predicting stock price trend. After collecting 
patent applications of Samsung company (as a case study) and extracting most significant 
noun phrases of patent applications (consisting of titles and abstracts), the clustering method 
of noun phrases is utilized to explore technology trends developed by the enterprise. These 
technology trends have recently been confirmed by domain experts in their corresponding 
published articles. Thus, the obtained forecast accuracy (precision) is about 93.8%, which 
proves that the proposed method has gained positive reliability. 
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Further work will focus on improving the evaluation metrics (RMSE, MAE, R2) by 
combining other relevant data sources (sentiment analysis in social networks, technological 
news, technical financial indicators), in order to enhance stock price prediction models using 
univariate and multivariate data approaches. 
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